
Coronavirus Diaries: Blog 1 - The Extrovert's Nightmare  

March 18, 2020 

Coronavirus Disease Covid-19 

 

6 Weeks Ago: Oh dear that virus that popped up in China looks horrible. I feel so bad for all 

of those who have gotten it and who have to be quarantined. We are so lucky that's all the 

way in China. And we are so lucky that we don't have that in the United States or the United 

Kingdom . . . . 

 

4 Weeks Ago: People are stuck on a ship? And there are like 2 cases in every country? Oh 

my. Well, at least they are being isolated. It's just two or three cases. I guess no trips to 

China anytime soon . . . . 

 

2 Weeks Ago: Whoa. How did 3 cases in Italy turn into over 10,000? No boss, I haven't 

visited Italy in the past 14 days. No, I just got something stuck in my throat. That wasn't a 

real cough. No, I do not have any plans to travel outside of the United Kingdom anytime 

soon . . . . 

 

1 Week Ago:  Wait a minute. The U.S. banned travel from Europe AND the U.K.? Are you 

telling me I can't go visit my family or friends or my hometown? Oh, there's an exception for 

American citizens. Phew! Wait another minute. My writer's workshop next week got 

cancelled . . . . 

 

Yesterday: WE NEED TO BUY A 100 ROLLS OF TOILET PAPER AND STOCK UP ON 

FOOD LIKE THERE IS NO TOMORROW!!! WHERE IS MY FREAKIN HAND 

SANITIZER!!!????? 

 

I like many never thought it would get this far this fast. I joked around with friends saying 

that if I got quarantined at home for 14 days I could get so many house projects done. But, I 

never thought that it would actually happen though. I like everyone else can't wrap my head 

around this. Today is March 18, 2020 and I am sitting here in an empty cafe on a nearly 

empty street here in Glasgow. I'm not supposed to be here. I am supposed to be at home 

and/or I am supposed to be looking for more antibacterial wipes. 
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Growing up, my Dad always told me that I need to watch the news. He would make me 

watch 30 minutes of CNN every night and he'd make me take one page of notes and turn it 

into him. (I know right!) It was horrible. My husband has always told me to keep up with 

current events as well but I selectively stayed away from the news because it was always 

depressing and I don't need that kind of energy in my life! 

 

But today, I can't take my eyes off of the news. I am constantly checking and reading all of 

the coronavirus stories on CNN and BBC. I am constantly checking to see how many more 

new cases there are in the world, in the U.S. and the U.K. To be more specific, I am 

checking the number of cases in Glasgow and all of the other cities in the world where all of 

my loved ones are. 

 

People are no longer people. They are all potential virus carriers. I've started taking the 

stairs at work because I do not want to be in the elevator in such close proximity to people 

and I work on the 10th floor! (9th floor according to the British but don't get me started on 

the ground floor vs. the first floor!) This is incredibly hard for me. I am an extrovert. I get 

energized by other people's energy. If I am isolated from people, I will be depleted and 

depressed. 

 

It's one thing to have a long day at work or a long week of work and want to stay at home 

and Netflix and chill. But to be forced to stay at home for an unknown period of time? My 

husband and I were talking about going to Canada in April. We were also planning to go to 

London for a fun little weekend trip. Screw Canada and screw London. Going to the local 

grocery store across the street is now a risk. 

 

I love date nights with my husband on weekends. I love meeting friends during the week 

and even though it's now been a little over a year, I love exploring Glasgow. I work in the 

city centre which is the heart of Glasgow and after work, I enjoy stopping by shops and 

cafes and trying new things. But above all, I love going to the temple. I love attending 

religious and spiritual programs. I love going to workshops. I love feeling like I am one with 

the community. 

 



Yup, I am an extrovert. 

 

Being quarantined will probably be one of the biggest challenges I'll ever take in my life. But 

it HAS to be done.  And I don't think people really get it. It's like every single time we go out, 

we increase the risk of more people dying. To the young folks that are reading this right 

now: I know, I know, you are healthy and you will be fine if you get this disease. But you 

might pass it on to someone else who won't be fine. This disease is so insanely contagious 

that just breathing the same air too closely to someone else will transfer the virus from one 

person to the next. And if all of the vulnerable people get this all at the same time, there 

simply won't be enough resources to take care of them and keep them alive. A man from 

Italy showed the obituary pages from the newspaper over there. It was ten pages long! 

Today on CNN I read that in Italy "the dead are being stacked up to be buried as 

funeral services are strictly prohibited."  

 

If we don't get our act together, our countries could go down that same path. 

 

My office is frantically trying to order laptops and secure tokens (no, not the Chuck E 

Cheese tokens!) and soft cards (another computer electronic thing) so that we can all work 

from home. The majority of us take public transportation into the city centre so this is 

crucial.  I broke down and cried this past weekend because of all of the anxiety I'm having. 

Even India has banned travel to their country to non-Indian citizens. So, if anything happens 

to any of our family members, we can't even go there. 

 

All of the travel bans, cancelled events, and daily restrictions are incredibly sad although 

completely necessary and understandable. It is still hard. 

 

I am trying to pray and meditate more and I am trying to stay calm. But how?  

 

How do we not live in fear at a time like this? 

How do we stay in awareness without being fearful? 

How do we stay precautious with being paranoid? 

 

In other words, how do we stop ourselves from buying so much toilet paper!!! 



 

What are your thoughts and how are you coping? 

 

 

Coronavirus Diaries Blog 2 - My Doctor Thinks I Have It  

March 26, 2020 

I was so careful. I was washing my hands. I was using hand sanitizer. I was staying away 

from people and practicing social distancing. I was drinking a lot of water so that the virus 

could go into my stomach and the acid in my stomach could kill it. I was drinking tea with 

lemon and honey. I was even wearing gloves! 

 

They said that 70% to 80% of the population would get it. I was hoping that I would be in the 

20% to 30%. And if I did happen to be in the 70% to 80% that it wouldn't be so soon. That it 

would happen after a few weeks or maybe even a few months. But a few days ago I started 

feeling a bit off. . . . 

 

My head was hurting and my entire body felt very run down. I figured it was stress and 

anxiety. Then my throat started hurting. It felt a bit scratchy and itchy and it hurt sometimes 

when I swallowed. And then it came. The dangerous and treacherous symptom that has 

everybody stop and stare the moment they hear it: The cough. The horrid dry cough. 

 

It wasn't continuous. It was random. Continuously random!  I didn't have it. I couldn't have it. 

I am still pretty young and I am pretty healthy. (I love my veggies and I've been eating extra 

blueberries lately because they are antioxidants!) So no, this couldn't be it. I have suffered 

from allergies my whole life. When I lived in Houston, Texas I would get sinus infections all 

of the time. I even picked up a throat infection and tonsillitis when I lived there! But ever 

since I moved to Scotland, by the Grace of God, the number of times I got infections 

reduced dramatically because there is much less pollen here in Scotland than in Houston. I 

can't even remember the last time I got a sinus infection over here. 

 

So maybe I was overdue for a sinus infection?! I have a sharp pain in my head. My whole 

body feels ill. And I am incredibly low on energy. I didn't have a fever but I have the chills 

(But, it's cold here, so you know?) It was time to call the doctor. He or she would just 
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prescribe me some antibiotics and I'd be back to normal in a few days, right?! I called to 

make an appointment but due to the current situational pandemic that we are currently living 

in, they scheduled a phone consultation for me. Nice. A doctor from my local GP called me 

yesterday and I told her about all of my symptoms. They have my record on file so they 

know about my allergies. I wonder how soon I'll be able to get my antibiotics? 

 

After telling my doctor about all of my aches and pains, she then said this: "Under normal 

circumstances I would say that you probably have a viral throat infection, however under the 

current climate that we are in right now, I think that you need to self isolate for 7 days." 

 

Whattttttttttttt???????? 

 

I responded with, "Wait a minute, do you think I have the Coronavirus? Don't I need to get 

tested???" 

 

She said, "Only those with severe symptoms who are admitted into the hospital get tested. 

However, in young people like yourself you will only experience mild flu like symptoms like 

the ones you've described. You don't have any underlying health conditions. You will be 

fine. You just need to self isolate for 7 days." 

 

I was shocked. I still am shocked. I've been doing everything that I was supposed to do. I 

started working from home this week. Last week my company was trying to get everything 

set up so I was just going into the city centre for work and then straight home everyday! 

Although I was taking the bus, half as many people were on it so I always had two seats to 

myself and I was wearing gloves!!! How could this happen? 

 

The doctor said I would be fine but what if I'm not? What if I don't make it? A few hours after 

that phone call, my chest started feeling tight and I was really "short of breath." Was this 

anxiety or was this the coronavirus attacking my lungs and every other organ in my body? 

How long have I had it for? Did I infect anyone else? Who infected me? Maybe that last 

hand wash was 10 seconds, not 20 seconds. Will my husband be okay? Should I start 

writing my will? If I die in Scotland, my family and friends in America won't even be able to 

travel to attend my funeral!!!! 



 

That was me yesterday. 

 

After some more lemon tea, paracetamol, and about 9 to 10 hours of sleep I am a bit more 

calm this morning. A BIT! I am not going to lie though. My head still hurts and my body still 

feels run down and my throat still hurts. The tightness in my chest is gone though so that's 

good. . . . 

 

The UK finally went into lockdown I think just two days ago. While I am happy they finally 

took that step, I wish it happened earlier. What about the United States? What are they 

doing? Why are some states are on lockdown and why are some states not on lockdown? 

Some people have been self isolating for over 10 days now and some are partying on the 

beaches of Florida and California for spring break. President Trump said that everything 

should re-open by Easter so that the economy doesn't get worse. Meanwhile he wants to 

buy the vaccination that Germany is working on and have it exclusively for Americans! How 

selfish! The president also said that copays and deductibles for testing for the Coronavirus 

would be waived however those who are not insured are having to pay $125 for a "test."  I 

say "test" because the actual saliva tests are so limited in the United States that Americans 

are having to take a questionnaire test to see if they have it or not. That ridiculous 

questionnaire costs $125! What's even crazier is that on the questionnaire it asks, "Have 

you been around anyone or made contact with anyone with the coronavirus covid-19?" 

 

If people don't show symptoms for the first 7 days and if they themselves don't know if they 

have it or not then how on Earth would someone who has made contact with them possibly 

know if they have it or not? 

 

To all of the "young and healthy" people who come across this blog, my request to you: 

Don't completely depend on the government to tell you what to do. I think that they are just 

as confused as we are, if not more. If you can, stay at home! The symptoms are not just a 

dry cough and a high fever. It could be a lot milder than that. Pay attention to your body and 

pay attention to how you are feeling. 

 

You don't come into contact with the elderly? Okay great. But you could pass it to another 



young person who could pass it to another young person who could pass it to another 

young person and THAT young person could pass it on to their grandparents. That 

temporary feeling of my chest feeling tight was so scary. I dread to think that is how the 

elderly might feel 24/7 if they get it. We didn't learn from China. We aren't learning from Italy 

or Spain. Our countries are weeks away from the same unimaginable heartbreak and 

tragedy. 

 

Until I take a proper covid-19 test, myself nor the doctor will never really be 100% sure if I 

have it or not. But whatever I do have, it's not fun and it's not nice. Doing simple tasks takes 

it out of me and that's not how I want to live even if it is for just 7 days. I could be doing 

something way more productive in that 7 days. 

 

I read yesterday that Prince Charles tested positive for the Coronavirus and that he is now 

self isolating in Scotland. Great choice. I too shall be self isolating in Scotland. :) 

 

 

 

Coronavirus Diaries Blog 3 - My Night at the Hospital and 
the Days After . . .  

April 16, 2020 

As we have all learned these past few weeks, we take a lot for granted. Traveling. Meeting 

friends. Going to events and parties. Going to people's houses. Going to the grocery store. 

Heck, just stepping outside your front door! 

 

But up until a few weeks ago, I took the most basic human function for granted: Breathing.  

 

On the day that my doctor told me over the phone that I had Covid-19, I started getting this 

tight feeling in my chest and I started feeling very breathless. I was still in denial that I 

actually had it. The doctor hadn't seen me in person. I hadn't been tested. She said I have 

flu-like symptoms so I have it. But what if it was just a regular flu? Maybe it was just a chest 

infection? Why did it have to be Covid-19? 

 

At the end of the week, the shortness of breath and the tight and heavy feeling in my chest 
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was starting to become constant. My chest felt heavy and tight with every single breath that 

I took. The longer it went on the more worried I got and the more anxiety I felt. I started 

having panic attacks and I know that it made the pain in my chest ten times worse. 

 

I finally broke down and called the NHS. (The National Health Service for my American 

friends.) After a couple of hours I spoke to another doctor and after hearing my symptoms 

she too said that I have Covid-19 and that I need to get an assessment done at the hospital. 

Alas! She said that I needed to go that night and she already put me in their system. I tried 

to stay calm but now I really, really couldn't breathe. I didn't want to be admitted into the 

hospital. I didn't want to be put on a ventilator. Would there even be a ventilator available? 

Was I going to die? 

 

We arrived at hospital number one. Yes, there would be more than hospital visit in the same 

night. We first arrived at the Victoria Hospital. My husband had to go inside, tell them that I 

was there, and then come back to the car. The hospital then called me to go in ALONE. So, 

I entered and of course everyone was wearing masks. My anxiety reached an all time high 

at this point. I almost cried. But I pulled myself together and met with the doctor. She 

checked my oxygen levels, she checked to see if I had a fever and she checked my 

breathing. She said that based off what she saw, I had no heart or lung damage but I do 

have Covid-19 and that I need to go to another hospital for further testing. 

 

"Do I have to?" I asked. 

 

I didn't want to go to another hospital and wait in the car for another 30 minutes or an hour. I 

didn't want to enter another hospital with everyone wearing masks looking at me like I have 

the plague. I didn't want to get x-rays and blood tests and I didn't want them to jab a cotton 

swab into the back of my nose. It was 9:30pm. I hadn't even eaten dinner! I just wanted to 

go home and sleep and breath properly again. 

 

"No, you don't have to, but I recommend that you do. Plus, it will relieve you of some of your 

anxiety." the doctor said. 

 

So, on to hospital number two we went. Once again, my husband wasn't allowed inside. He 



had to drop me off, go home, and wait for my phone call to pick me up again which came 

after hours. Upon entering hospital number two (Glasgow Royal Infirmary) I sat in an empty 

waiting room for about an hour and a half. This sounds a little crazy and a little selfish but all 

I kept thinking was, "Okay, the hospital isn't busy. Maybe I'm lucky I got the virus super 

early. Hopefully there will be a ventilator for me!" 

 

Once I was called in, I was taken to a room that was blocked off by the rest of the ward by a 

curtain. The nurses were super nice and in super high spirits. I was happy to see that they 

had plenty of masks and gloves and they were changing them frequently. They said that I 

would be there for a while and they offered me tea or coffee AND a sandwich! I know right?! 

It was now around 11pm and I had been ignoring my hunger so I was extremely grateful for 

the sandwich! 

 

They went on to run a number of tests. They did another breathing test, a blood test, an X-

ray, and an EKG. But surprisingly they didn't do the actual swab Covid-19 test. Were they 

just waiting until the very end? I patiently waited for all of the results to come back. Luckily I 

had my sandwich and I could overhear the nurses behind the curtain talk about my lovely 

accent.  

 

Finally, the doctor came in and said the same thing that the prior 3 doctors said: I have 

Covid-19 but I would be okay. I have no heart or lung damage and that I was okay to go 

home that night. I just had to ride this out at home. While I was happy to be discharged I 

was still confused. I asked the doctor something that I didn't ask the prior 3 doctors because 

now we were in an environment that made sense for me to ask it. I asked, "How can you be 

100% sure that I have Covid-19 if you aren't going to do the official swab test on me?" The 

doctor said that they only test patients who get admitted into the hospital and because I 

wasn't getting admitted I wouldn't get tested. She said that I didn't have a chest infection or 

anything else going on so she was certain that I had Covid-19 but because I am young and 

healthy, I'd be okay. 

 

I was grateful but I was still confused. I'm guessing they had to be low on tests because it 

still didn't make any sense. Why put me through all of those other tests but not the swab 

test? The one test that probably matters the most! It was then and there that I realized how 



wildly inaccurate the numbers and cases are for each country that are reported in the news. 

I now had 4 doctors tell me that I had Covid-19 and I had been to two hospitals, but my 

number wouldn't be added to the tally. I could only imagine how many others were and are 

in the same situation as I had been in. 

 

Finally, at 2:30am, I was discharged from the hospital. My husband picked me up and I was 

back home by 3am. I had never been more relieved in my life. The next couple days were 

tough but bearable. I did stop panicking because now I had more clarity on what what going 

on. My chest still hurt and I was still short of breath but I was okay because I knew I was 

going to be okay. For those of you that are reading this, I pray to God that you don't get it. I 

wish I could snap my fingers and I wish that Covid-19 could disappear from the world right 

now. But the reality is, many of you will get it. (Especially if the United States reopens too 

fast!) If you do get it, here are some things that greatly helped me and can possibly help you 

too: 

 

1. Get plenty of rest! This is no joke. I would rest up for one day and the next day I would 

feel better. On that second day I would do chores like normal and the symptoms would 

come back. I spoke to my cousin on the phone while I was walking around the kitchen and 

after a few minutes I was so out of breath it felt like I had just ran a marathon. It was 

horrible! Our body is fighting off something it's never had to fight off before. So give it the 

time and patience and rest it deserves. 

 

2. Warm Fluids. This helped me quite a bit. Maybe it was just a placebo effect because 

every time I drank something warm I'd feel the warmness go down my chest and it took 

away the pain for just a few seconds. Those few seconds were wonderful. I would drink tea 

with lemon and honey and ginger. Or even just hot water with lemon or honey or ginger or 

any combination of those. 

 

3. Breathing exercises. Inhaling through your nose, exhaling through your mouth. Slowly 

and deeply and for many seconds. And ideally, every hour. It's like you have to remind your 

organs on how to breath properly again. Have you seen the TV show "Jane the Virgin"? 

You haven't? Well, you have time now, go watch it! You know how the narrator keeps telling 

Jane to "Inhala, Exhala" every time she freaks out? Just like that! It helps so much! 



 

4. Meditation. Confession. I suck at meditation. It's hard for me to just sit there and be still. 

Too many thoughts come into my mind! But ever since we have been quarantined, I've 

discovered GUIDED meditation. OMG. Jay Shetty was doing it live for 20 days and I tuned 

in almost everyday. 20 minutes felt like only 2 minutes had gone by. It was so peaceful and 

relaxing. He put them all up on youtube if you want to go see! I highly recommend them! 

 

5. Prayer and Positive Energy. This is the most important. It kind of goes hand in hand with 

meditation. It sounds a little cliché, but your prayers, your family's prayers, and your friend's 

prayers mean everything in this world. My friends and family around the world were 

checking up on my every day and my husband took such good care of me. I do not have 

words for it all.  But everyone's thoughts, prayers, and positive vibes truly helped me get 

through it. 

 

It's all honestly simple stuff. It's just that we need reminders when we are in such a scary 

position. Speaking of scary, can I just say something for the record? During my whole 

Covid-19 experience, I had two phone consultations with doctors, two hospital visits, 

numerous tests performed, a follow up video consultation with a doctor AND a sandwich 

and it was all covered under the NHS!I did not pay a cent! No copays, no deductibles, no 

bills in the mail later, nothing! 

 

It is already scary and stressful to have to go through something like this, but to add 

financial burdens on top of it to people is absolutely inhumane. So many countries in the 

world don't have universal healthcare and till today it astounds me that the "greatest country 

in the world" cannot revamp the system and reallocate their funds to provide for such a 

basic necessity for it's citizens. Come on America, you can do better, I know you can. 

 

Anyways, I'll end this here. I think it is safe to say that I have now fully recovered from 

Covid-19 and hopefully, I am now immune. Thank you to all of you who reached out to me 

during this time. I'm not going to lie. I have never been more scared for my own health in my 

entire life. The news doesn't help with the anxiety. It's not entirely their fault though. People 

are dying every single day so how can we not be afraid? 

 



We just have to remind ourselves that like many other things, this virus can attack our body, 

but it cannot attack our mind or our soul. 
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